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Ned the knight ALWAYS does exactly what he's told.
When his parents ask him to pick up his toys, dig up the
cabbages or go to bed on time, he does it all with a
smile. And when the dragon swoops into town every
night, he always runs inside just as he's asked. But one
morning, instead of saying,"yes," he says, "NO!" He will
NOT help his dad find his shield, his arrow or his bow,
and he will certainly NOT let the butcher go past. That
night, he refuses to go inside, and in doing so he
confronts the dragon, making a very unlikely friend . . . A
perfect picture book for toddlers just learning their first
words, especially when they turns out to be - 'No!'.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Once a
week, an eclectic group of women comes together at a
New York City yarn shop to work on their latest
projects—and share the stories of their lives... At the
center of Walker and Daughter is the shop’s owner,
Georgia, who is overwhelmed with juggling the store and
single-handedly raising her teenage daughter. Happy to
escape the demands of her life, she looks forward to her
Friday Night Knitting Club, where she and her
friends—Anita, Peri, Darwin, Lucie, and KC—exchange
knitting tips, jokes, and their deepest secrets. But when
the man who once broke Georgia’s heart suddenly
shows up, demanding a role in their daughter’s life, her
world is shattered. Luckily, Georgia’s friends are there
for encouragement, sharing their own tales of intimacy,
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heartbreak, and miracle-making. And when the
unthinkable happens, these women will discover that
what they’ve created isn’t just a knitting club: it’s a
sisterhood.
Un racconto che commuove e toglie il fiato anche agli
stomaci forti, opponendo al bullismo e alla forza bruta di
due ragazzi stupidi e crudeli il riscatto della loro vittima.
Peter Watson, adolescente disarmato e apparentemente
più debole, sopravvivrà alla ferocia di due piccoli
criminali perché è dotato di intelligenza e di insospettata
forza d’animo che gli permetteranno perfino di volare
lontano con le ali di un cigno... Il testo, in lingua originale,
è arricchito da: • Glossari con la traduzione delle parole
più interessanti o difficili; • Note su strutture della lingua,
forme idiomatiche o familiari, registri espressivi, phrasal
verbs...; • Reading Comprehension Exercises.
A dark, intricate pop-up adaptation of the Sleeping
Beauty tale combines sumptuous, brown- and rose-hued
images on uncoated paper with sophisticated threedimensional elements. By the creator of Red Riding
Hood.
"The smallest elephant in the world leaves the jungle to
find a home where he feels he belongs"-"All creatures of the world find time to rest. In this lullaby
book, countless cozy animals settle down in their beds"-Geisel Honor-winning author/illustrator Salina Yoon's
beloved duo Bear and Floppy return in Stormy Night--a
charming read-to-me eBook about facing your fears.
When thunder shakes his house and rain pounds the
windows, Bear is frightened. But comforting his Mama,
Papa, and Floppy helps make the storm seem not so
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scary. Before Bear knows it, the storm has passed,
because even storms need their sleep . . . and so do
bears. Prolific author/illustrator Salina Yoon's spare text
and bright, energetic illustrations bring to life a story that
reminds us that nothing is too scary with family and
friends at your side! Don't miss these other books from
Salina Yoon! The Bear series Found Stormy Night Bear's
Big Day The Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone
Penguin on Vacation Penguin in Love Penguin and
Pumpkin Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin's Christmas
Wish The Duck, Duck, Porcupine series Duck, Duck,
Porcupine My Kite is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My
Book! And Other Stories Be a Friend
The lion on Michael's T-shirt comes to life and jumps off,
and Michael must convince him to get back onto the shirt
before his parents find out.
Paul Vanderman could be at any normal high school where
bullies, girls, and annoying teachers are just part of life. But
“normal” doesn’t apply when it comes to the school’s
biggest bully, Roth—a twisted and threatening thug with an evil
agenda. When Paul ends up delivering a message from Roth
to the leader of a gang at a nearby school, it fuels a rivalry
with immediate consequences. Paul attempts to distance
himself from the feud, but somehow Roth keeps finding
reasons for him to stick around. Then one day Roth hands
him a knife. And even though Paul is scared, he has never
felt so powerful.
Everyone knows that a tiny acorn into a mighty oak grows,
and a caterpillar emerges into a butterfly. But in this clever,
visually enchanting volume, it's also true that a cow can result
in both a bottle of milk and a painting of a cow, and an ape in
a jungle may become an urban King Kong. Just as day turns
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into night and back again, a many-tiered cake is both created
and eaten down to a single piece. With simple, graphic
illustrations sure to appeal to even the youngest of children,
this smart exploration of the fascinating theme of before and
after will please the most discerning adult readers, too.
24 completely unique unicorn coloring pages for kids ages
4-8!Unicorns are so much fun to color because they lead
such interesting, magical lives! They meet princesses,
dragons and mermaids. They visit castles and enchanted
woodlands, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even
wind up in the Land of Sweets! Share the fun and magic of
unicorns with a special child! This coloring book is a great nonscreen activity to stimulate a child's creativity and
imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this unicorn coloring
book:* Contains 34 completely unique coloring pages. There
are NO duplicate images in this book.* The pages are singlesided to prevent bleed-through, and so that pages can be
removed and displayed without losing an image on the back.*
We have carefully designed each page to be entertaining and
suitable for children in the 4 to 8 year-old age range. We have
avoided overly-intricate designs as well as overly-simplistic
ones. We believe children of this age love coloring fun scenes
that fire up their imaginations, not a book full of simple
shapes.* The pages are a nice, large 8.5x11 size.Magic
Unicorns Coloring Book
Experience Tim Burton's iconic film like never before with this
nightmarish pop-up of monstrous proportions! From the
renowned paper engineer Matthew Reinhart comes a mindblowing retelling of this classic story in gravity-defying pop-up
artwork on every page. A celebration marking the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the groundbreaking movie, this is the perfect
item for avid The Nightmare Before Christmas fans, holiday
ghouls, and undead merrymakers alike.
Meet the boy who can't stop creating art! He loves colours,
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shapes, textures and EVERYTHING inspires him: his socks,
the contents of the fridge, even his cat gets a new coat (of
paint!). But there's just one problem: his mum isn't quite so
enthusiastic. In fact, she seems a little cross! But this boy has
a plan to make his mum smile. He's about to create his finest
piece yet and on a very grand scale . . . Funny, irreverent and
perfect for creative children and adults, I Am An Artist by
Marta Altés is a sharp, silly, fabulous book which shows that
art is EVERYWHERE!
"A much-needed book that will strike a chord with so many
girls - and help them dare to be different." - Jacqueline Wilson
Molly is in her final year of primary school, with secret dreams
of becoming an Olympic swimmer. Having always lived in the
shadow of her manipulative friend, Chloe, Molly finally has the
chance to compete in a regional swimming contest and define
herself on her own terms. But with the pressure of fitting in,
and the sudden arrival of her mysterious mum, will she give
up on her dreams for a shot at popularity? A hugely exciting
debut with a classic underdog story, a wonderfully relatable
protagonist, and an important message of friendship, body
positivity, and celebrating who you are. "I loved the voice in
this accomplished debut, which touches on important issues
of bullying and body dysmorphia." - Fiona Noble, The
Bookseller
A novel is a story, a collection of experiences transmitted
from the mind of one to the mind of another. It offers a way to
unwind, a way to focus, a way to learn about life—distraction,
entertainment, and diversion. But it can also be something
much more powerful. When read at the right time in your life,
a novel can—quite literally—change it. The Novel Cure is a
reminder of that power. To create this apothecary, the
authors have trawled through two thousand years of literature
for the most brilliant minds and engrossing reads. Structured
like a reference book, it allows readers to simply look up their
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ailment, whether it be agoraphobia, boredom, or midlife crisis,
then they are given the name of a novel to read as the
antidote.
A special selection of photocopiable blob pictures designed
for work on feelings. Arranged into four sections, the contents
include: Blob Theory - Blob trees the id/ego/superego, needs,
shadows | Emotions - anger, anger cycle, calm, depression,
disappointed, happy, hate, hyper, jealousy, lonely, mixed-up,
numb, paranoia, rejection, sad, trauma, worry |
Developmental/issues - bridge, clouds, doors, feelings, holes,
pit, pitch, stairs, families, home. Each picture is accompanied
by ideas and questions to kick start class, group or one-toone discussion. Complete book included on accompanying
CD Rom.

*I LOVE this author. I absolutely LOVE this series. It was
perfect all the way. I can't wait to read the next one. 5
Star, Sandra* For years, bomb expert Brad Crosby has
been the star of my dreams. But I’m a pastry chef
whose makeup consists of a dusting of powdered sugar
on my nose. A far cry from the put-together girls he
prefers. Until he crawls into the wrong bed, and wakes
up with the wrong woman—me. He’s not into
permanent—not anymore—and I readily agree to his rules.
One affair. Thirty days. Soon enough we’re burning up
the night, and I want more…I want everything. What is it
going to take to prove to the bomb expert that this isn’t
going to blow up in his face, and that some rules were
made to be broken. Each book in the Line of Duty Series
can be read as a Standalone. His Obsession Next Door
His Trouble in Tallulah His Taste of Temptation His
Moment to Steal His Best Friend's Girl His Reason to
Stay His Strings to Pull (Novella)
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From the award-winning creator of Shh! We Have a Plan
comes a vibrantly colorful story about mustering the
courage to try something new. Little Crab and Very Big
Crab live in a tiny rock pool near the sea. Today they're
going for a dip in the big ocean. "This is going to be so
great," says Little Crab, splish-splashing and squelchsquelching along, all the way to the very edge. Then
comes a first glance down at the waves. WHOOSH!
Maybe it's better if they don't go in? With vivid colors,
bold shapes, and his trademark visual humor, Chris
Haughton shows that sometimes a gentle "don't worry,
I'm here" can keep tentative little crabs sidestepping
ahead -- and help them discover the brilliant worlds that
await when they take the plunge.
Interessante libro per bambini sul tema del bullismo. Con
l'aiuto di pop-up, o figure a comparsa, il bambino
partecipa attivamente a quanto narrato e apprende in
forma di gioco ciò che è necessario sapere sul bullismo
(cause, prevenzione, possibilità di intervento).
Twelve-year-old Barney Willow gets his wish to be a cat
but soon discovers that not all felines are cute and
cuddly--some are downright evil--and his life is in grave
danger, but his missing father may be able to help.
It's Christmas Eve and Winnie and Wilbur are super
excited. They've posted their letters to the North Pole
and made everything festive. But then disaster strikes.
Santa gets stuck in their chimney! He desperately needs
help with his deliveries otherwise Christmas just won't
happen. It's a fun and festive Winnie and Wilbur
adventure!
From beloved children's author and illustrator Tony
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Ross, comes a fun to read and humorous take on the
importance of handwashing. The Little Princess does not
want to wash her hands. After all, she's already washed
her hands so many times! She's washed her hands
before eating and after going outside. She's washed her
hands after sneezing and using the potty. Why should
she wash her hands anymore? Well, because of germs
and nasties, she's told, which are too small to even see!
But if they get inside your body, they can make you ill.
Not even a Princess wants to be in bed all day! Now the
Little Princess knows just what to do! She's got just one
more question... "Have you washed your hands?"
The stories that shape our children's lives are too
important to be left to chance. With The Story Cure,
bibliotherapists Ella Berthoud and Susan Elderkin have
put together the perfect manual for grown-ups who want
to initiate young readers into one of life's greatest
pleasures. There's a remedy for every hiccup and
heartache, whether it's between the covers of a picture
book, a pop-up book, or a YA novel. You'll find old
favourites like The Borrowers and The Secret Garden
alongside modern soon-to-be classics by Michael
Morpurgo, Malorie Blackman and Frank Cottrell-Boyce,
as well as helpful lists of the right reads to fuel any
obsession - from dogs or dinosaurs, space or spies.
Wise and witty, The Story Cure will help any small
person you know through the trials and tribulations of
growing up, and help you fill their bookshelves with
adventure, insight and a lifetime of fun.
By the time ninth grade begins, Ishmael Leseur knows it
won't be long before Barry Bagsley, the class bully, says,
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"Ishmael? What kind of wussy-crap name is that?"
Ishmael's perfected the art of making himself virtually
invisible. But all that changes when James Scobie joins
the class. Unlike Ishmael, James has no sense of fear he claims it was removed during an operation. Now
nothing will stop James and Ishmael from taking on
bullies, bugs and Moby Dick, in the toughest, weirdest,
most embarrassingly awful - and the best - year of their
lives.
Violet has always been in the shadow of her mesmerising,
controlling brother Will, and when a shocking secret about
Will's past is revealed, things get even worse. Violet retreats
further into her own fantasy world, built around the fairy
characters created by her favourite author, Casper Dream.
The arrival of a new girl at school, Jasmine, seems like it
might change Violet's life for the better. But is Jasmine a true
friend? And will Violet ever manage to break free of Will's
spell?
Fourteen-year-old Prue and her sister Grace have been
educated at home by their controlling, super-strict father all
their lives. Forced to wear Mum's odd hand-made garments
and forbidden from reading teenage magazines, they know
they're very different to 'normal' girls - but when Dad has a
stroke and ends up in hospital, unable to move or speak,
Prue suddenly discovers what it's like to have a little freedom.
Sent to a real school for the first time, Prue struggles to fit in.
The only person she can talk to is her kindly, young - and
handsome - art teacher, Rax. They quickly bond, and Prue
feels more and more drawn to him. As her feelings grow
stronger, she begins to realise that he might feel the same
way about her. But nothing could ever happen between them
- could it?
On a windy day, a little dog finds an umbrella in the garden.
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Just when the dog picks up the umbrella, it catches the wind
and pulls the dog up into the sky. This is the start of a
fantastic journey around the world. The wind carries the
umbrella and the dog all over the world, from the desert to the
sea, from the jungle to the North Pole. . .
Invite young readers to practice counting to twenty while
helping a small boy search the city for his pet dragon.
It's finally spring, and Albert can't wait to see his favorite tree
but his tree can't seem to stop crying. What could be the
matter?
As the summer ends, six-year-old Garmann's three ancient
aunts visit and they all talk about the things that scare them,
in an award-winning story that ponders fear and courage, life
and death, beginnings and endings.
!--[if gte mso 9] 800x600 ![endif]-- New York Times bestseller
Boys can be anything they want to be! This timely book joins
and expands the gender-role conversation and gives middlegrade boys a welcome alternative message: that masculinity
can mean many things. You won't find any stories of slaying
dragons or saving princesses here. In Stories for Boys Who
Dare to Be Different, author Ben Brooks-with the help of
Quinton Wintor's striking full-color illustrations-offers a
welcome alternative narrative: one that celebrates introverts
and innovators, sensitivity and resilience, individuality and
expression. It's an accessible compilation of 75 famous and
not-so-famous men from the past to the present day, every
single one of them a rule-breaker and stereotype-smasher in
his own way. Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dali,
Beethoven, Barack Obama, Ai Weiwei, Jesse Owens, and so
many more-heroes from all walks of life and from all over the
world.
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling smash hit
that put him on the map as one of America's favorite writers
"Gory and horrifying. . . . You can't put it down." —Chicago
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Tribune Unpopular at school and subjected to her mother's
religious fanaticism at home, Carrie White does not have it
easy. But while she may be picked on by her classmates, she
has a gift she's kept secret since she was a little girl: she can
move things with her mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her
ability has been both a power and a problem. And when she
finds herself the recipient of a sudden act of kindness, Carrie
feels like she's finally been given a chance to be normal. She
hopes that the nightmare of her classmates' vicious taunts is
over . . . but an unexpected and cruel prank turns her gift into
a weapon of horror so destructive that the town may never
recover.

Bullying at School is the definitive book on
bullying/victim problems in school and on effective
ways of counteracting and preventing such
problems.
Wax on, wax off! The classic movie about a boy and
his karate teacher is now a fun picture book for the
whole family! When The Karate Kid appeared in
theaters in 1984, its heartwarming story of an
unlikely friendship between a bullied boy and the
Japanese maintenance man in his new apartment
building became an instant classic. Now the beloved
film is reimagined as a cute and colorful picture
book, with charming illustrations by Kim Smith.
When young Daniel is targeted by students from the
Cobra Kai dojo, his neighbor Mr. Miyagi agrees to
train him for the upcoming karate tournament. But
why is Mr. Miyagi making Daniel wax his cars, sand
his deck, and paint his house? Will Daniel ever
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master the art of karate? This timeless story of
overcoming the odds will delight kids, their parents,
and anyone who has ever had that one special
teacher.
FROM THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Meet the Hunter family:
Adam, Kate, and their children Hal and Charlotte.
And Prince, their Labrador. Prince is an earnest
young dog, striving hard to live up to the tenets of
the Labrador Pact (Remain Loyal to Your Human
Masters, Serve and Protect Your Family at Any
Cost). Other dogs, led by the Springer Spaniels,
have revolted. As things in the Hunter family begin to
go badly awry – marital breakdown, rowdy teenage
parties, attempted suicide – Prince’s responsibilities
threaten to overwhelm him and he is forced to break
the Labrador Pact and take desperate action to save
his Family.
Teach Your Dragon How To Deal With The Bully
"Code is the 21st century literacy and the need for
people to speak the ABCs of Programming is
imminent." --Linda Liukas Meet Ruby--a small girl
with a huge imagination. In Ruby's world anything is
possible if you put your mind to it. When her dad
asks her to find five hidden gems Ruby is
determined to solve the puzzle with the help of her
new friends, including the Wise Snow Leopard, the
Friendly Foxes, and the Messy Robots. As Ruby
stomps around her world kids will be introduced to
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the basic concepts behind coding and programming
through storytelling. Learn how to break big
problems into small problems, repeat tasks, look for
patterns, create step-by-step plans, and think
outside the box. With hands-on activities included in
every chapter, future coders will be thrilled to put
their own imaginations to work.
FROM THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Philip Noble is an elevenyear-old in crisis. His pub landlord father has died in
a road accident, and his mother is succumbing to the
greasy charms of her dead husband's brother, Uncle
Alan. The remaining certainties of Philip's life
crumble away when his father's ghost appears in the
pub and declares Uncle Alan murdered him. Arming
himself with weapons from the school chemistry
cupboard, Philip vows to carry out the ghost's
relentless demands for revenge. But can the words
of a ghost be trusted any more than the lies of the
living?
Disappointed when a gift he wished for all year
seems quite puny on Christmas morning, young
Roland wishes for bigger and bigger gifts before
learning a valuable lesson about being careful what
you wish for. By the creator of Rose's Garden.
Struggling with overwork and parenting angst,
English village doctor Peter Radley endeavors to
hide his family's vampire nature until their daughter's
oddly satisfying act of violence reveals the truth, an
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event that is complicated by the arrival of a
practicing vampire family member.
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